IT AND WEB SERVICES PVT LTD

About Us
BPS is a pioneer brand in service industry having a huge client base.Established in
2013, we always kept our client’s need in priority and always proactively responded
to our clients with best of our services.BPS entered into IT industry with vision of
providing best solutions for client’s while keeping in mind to provide solutions that
suits their pocket too.

Our Patrolling app
BPS has developed a unique mobile app for keeping track of security guards /staff on real-time via GPS with
real-time remark marking facility. This app is a great advantage for Management/Adiministrator persons to
keep track of their field staff. Y ou can watch all your location/clients sitting in your office/home via mobile
app and can take required actions on that.

Process of
work on App.
BPS Patrolling App is a real-time online guard
tour system based on QR-code tags. The staff
scans tags placed on locations and assets
and the Admin gets informed in real-time
about incidents and events. Any time a
QR-code is scanned, the information is sent to
the BPS Patrol Web application via a cloud
server and the staff takes immediate control on
buildings and locations wherever necessary.

Dashboard
Each guard conducting a guard tour is armed
with a unique technology. He can now manage
all of his work via his smart phone and
complete guard tours in total control of occurring incidents. Inspections and guard tours are
enhanced with the ability to attach incident
images, incident reports, etc. In addition, the
security staff (security guards, workers etc.)
can inform immediately their reporting who are
responsible for monitoring assets and locations
about any incident or unwanted activities. This
App can be used for keeping track of
Workers also by random checking’s.

Reports
All kinds of assets and buildings, ranging from
departments, locations, warehouses to transportation areas, airports, stores and remote
areas can be set under total control as reporting officer and staff can handle a bunch of information for any location/client just from one
location. Admin / Reporting Officer will get
any update provided by Guard/Staff immediately on his App, so that he can take preventive
measures and remain updated about the
site/location. Images uploaded by guard/staff
while patrolling can be used for reference and
evidences.
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